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With constantly to develop in the direction of information society, people in life 
time, strongly experience the various conveniences brought by the information 
technology. Intelligence analysis is to obtain information from the manual analysis, to 
obtain useful information, the process of intelligence, intelligence analysis is an 
important part in the process of intelligence, this study aims to use the method of 
software engineering, to the public security intelligence analysis system requirements 
analysis and software design. 
Reference in this paper the general situation of the public security intelligence 
analysis system, the public security intelligence analysis system, for example, to the 
discussion of the significance of building up the system, the demand analysis of the 
part using the use case diagram and activity diagram. First of all, this paper introduces 
the research background, explains the research purpose and meaning, this paper 
expounds the main structure of this article. Adopts the object-oriented principle and 
the method based on the unified modeling language (uml), on the system requirement 
analysis and system design, the software engineering more in-depth analysis is given. 
In requirements analysis, business analysis and functional analysis are given in this 
paper, the business analysis is given in the information retrieval, practical tools, 
analysis, information collection, billed to activity diagram, functional analysis is given 
in the information retrieval, practical tools, analysis, information collection, analysis 
and billed in system management 6 big functions of use case diagram and use case 
description, according to the system requirement analysis for the system design, 
mainly for the overall design, function module design and database design, in the 
process of system overall design, design the overall structure of the system and 
function modules of the system, analyzes the client/server mode and browser/server 
mode difference, the information retrieval, practical tools, billed in analysis, 

















module design, the last is the database design, database concept design and main 
database table design is given. 
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